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&lt;p&gt;Kirsty is a fictional character from the Hellraiser media franchise. Cr

eated by writer Clive Barker, Kirsty first appears in&#127975; the 1986 novella 

The Hellbound Heart. Her full name is identified in the sequels as Kirsty Singer

, before being adapted&#127975; in the 1987 film adaptation Hellraiser as Kirsty

 Cotton. The character served as a major focus in the original film&#127975; and

 its sequel Hellbound: Hellraiser II, later playing a supporting role in Hellrai

ser VI: Hellseeker. In all of her appearances&#127975; in the film series, she w

as portrayed by actress Ashley Laurence. The film describes her as being Larry C

otton&#39;s daughter,&#127975; while in the novel she is simply a friend of his.

&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Appearances [ edit ]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;In film [ edit ]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Kirsty first appears&#127975; in Hellraiser as the teenage daughter of 

Larry Cotton (Andrew Robinson) and stepdaughter of his second wife Julia Cotton 

(Clare&#127975; Higgins). Kirsty moves with her parents to England to the house 

of her uncle Frank Cotton (Sean Chapman), who has&#127975; disappeared sometime 

ago, but refuses to live with her parents, instead opting to live in a place of 

her own.&#127975; When passing by her parents house one day, Kirsty sees Julia a

nd a man enter the place and, believing Julia&#127975; to be cheating on her fat

her, follows the two inside and up to the attic of the house. It is&#127975; the

re that Kirsty witnesses Julia attack the man and her uncle Frank, who is now a 

skinless entity needing to&#127975; feast on the blood of others for nourishment

, begin to eat him. When the man tries to escape, Frank chases&#127975; after hi

m and discovers Kirsty, whom he tries to attack, before stopping when she grabs 

the nearby Lemarchand&#39;s box. Realizing&#127975; the puzzle box has some sign

ificance to Frank, Kirsty tosses it out a window, distracting him and allowing h

er to&#127975; escape outside where she, after picking up the box, collapses. Fo

und and taken to a hospital, Kirsty wakes up and,&#127975; at first believing ev

erything that has happened to be a dream, realizes she is wrong when a doctor ha

nds her&#127975; the box. Toying with the puzzle box, Kirsty solves and inadvert

ently summons the sadomasochistic demons known as the Cenobites and&#127975; the

ir leader, Pinhead (Doug Bradley). Kirsty bargains with the Cenobites, revealing

 to them that she knows where the escaped Frank&#127975; is and offering them hi

m instead of herself. After escaping from the hospital (presumably with the assi) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -148 Td (stance of the Cenobites),&#127975; she returns to her father&#39;s house and enc

ounters Julia and her father, who claim Frank is dead and shows her&#127975; his

 body. This turns out to be a ruse, as it is actually Larry who is dead, Frank h

aving killed&#127975; him and taken his skin to wear as a disguise. Trying to ki

ll Kirsty when the Cenobites reappear, Frank accidentally&#127975; stabs Julia t

o death and is in turn killed by the Cenobites with hooks. With Frank and Julia 

dealt with,&#127975; the Cenobites turn their attention to Kirsty, who, while fl

eeing from them, stumbles upon Lemarchand&#39;s box which Julia&#39;s corpse is&

#127975; clutching and, using it, manages to banish the Cenobites back to their 

dimension. With the Cenobites gone, Kirsty attempts to&#127975; destroy the puzz

le box once and for all by burning it, but while in the midst of doing so, a&#12

7975; man grabs it from the fire and transforms into a winged, skeletal creature

 before flying away.[1]&lt;/p&gt;
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